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� Introduction

Sentence processing is the means by which the words of an utterance are
combined to yield the interpretation of a sentence� It is a task which all
people can do well� quickly� e�ciently� e�ortlessly� and accurately� Unlike
solving calculus problems or playing chess� we can hardly fail to be successful
at understanding language� This wouldn�t be surprising� were it not for the
fact that language is not only extremely complex� but also highly ambiguous�

An interesting contrast can be made between lexical access and sentence
processing� In the case of lexical access� we might simply imagine that the
problem is one of matching the phonological or orthographic features of an
input word or morpheme with an entry in our mental lexicon� Naively� this
is simply a process of using the input as a key into a large database� This is
simplifying things a great deal of course� but if we contrast this with sentence
processing� we can quickly see that something very di�erent is going on in
the latter� While you have seen all the words in the previous sentence before�
you have probably never seen the sentence itself before� Thus we can easily
imagine how one might retrieve the meanings of the individual words� but
how does one understand the meaning of the sentence as a whole� You
presumably have never seen a sentence with precisely that meaning before�
yet you arrived at the intended interpretation e�ortlessly and immediately�

This chapter is concerned with how the task of sentence processing is ac�
complished� considering �rst the basic issues and then examining a number

	



of proposals which have been advanced� In particular� the study of sentence
processing touches on many of the interesting issues facing cognitive science
more generally� These include� the nature of mental representations 
 the al�
gorithms which are used to construct them
 the extent to which the sentence
processor is distinct or modular 
 what factors lead to increased processing
complexity 
 what strategies are adopted
 and why�

In our quest for a model of how people process the utterances they
hear� we need �rst to consider two fundamental sources of information� an
appropriate formal description of how the words of a sentence can be struc�
tured into a connected� interpretable representation� often characterised by
a grammar� and also empirical evidence concerning people�s behaviour when
they process language� In this chapter we will provide a brief overview of
grammar rules and representations� and then consider what kinds of mech�
anisms might be used to build syntactic representations� or analyses� using
such grammatical knowledge� with the aim of modelling the human sentence
parsing mechanism �HSPM��

We will begin with a general discussion of the relationship between the
grammar and a parser� since much of what follows relies on a clear under�
standing these underlying topics� We then provide an overview of natural
language ambiguity� a phenomenon which plagues the construction of arti��
cial natural language parsing systems� while providing an important window
into the nature of the human sentence processor� Finally� we turn our atten�
tion to the speci�c kinds of mechanisms which might be used to characterise
the human sentence processor� Here we consider a range of parsing algo�
rithms and strategies for resolving ambiguity� and attempt to evaluate them
with respect to their explanation of the data� their plausibility as psycho�
logical models� and their ability to make clear predictions�

��� Grammars and Parsers

In building the representations of an utterance which allow us to interpret
language� the sentence processor must bridge the automatic perceptual task
of word recognition and lexical access with the more conscious� inferential
processes of language understanding� Perhaps the most important aspect
of sentence processing is that it is compositional
 that is to say� the inter�
pretation of a sentence is determined by the particular way its words can
be combined� As we have noted already� this interpretation cannot simply
be retrieved from our memory of previous sentences we have encountered�
otherwise we would not be able to understand the novel utterances which
make up most of our linguistic experience� Rather� an interpretation must





be constructed when each new utterance is heard or read� Furthermore�
current linguistic theories would suggest that it is indeed a very rich set of
constraints� rules� representations and principles which determine how words
may be combined to yield structures which can be interpreted appropriately�

Linguistic theories have been developed with precisely the aim of �a�
licensing for those utterances which are part of the language under inves�
tigation� and ruling out those which are not and �b� providing an analysis
of well�formed utterances which can then serve as the basis for semantic
interpretation�� To construct a syntactic analysis for a particular sentence�
the linguist must show that the rules of grammar can be used to derive�
or generate� the utterance in question� If there is no such analysis� then
the grammar does not generate the utterance� and it is considered to be
ungrammatical with respect to the grammar� Much work in computational
linguistics has been devoted to the development of algorithms which can au�
tomatically construct such a syntactic analysis for a particular sentence� or
parse it� given a particular grammar� As this corresponds closely to the task
of the human sentence processor� as sketched above� it is useful to consider
how parsers and grammars have been formalised within �computational�
linguistics�

S � NP VP
NP � PN
NP � Det N
NP � NP PP
PP � P NP
VP � V
VP � V NP
VP � V NP PP

Det � fthe� a� everyg
N � fman� woman� book� hill� telescopeg

PN � fJohn� Maryg
P � fon� withg

V � fsaw� put� open� read� readsg

Figure 	� A Simple Phrase Structure Grammar

To make our discussion more concrete� consider the phrase structure
grammar and lexicon in Figure 	� which covers a tiny fragment of English�
The language de�ned by this grammar is� by de�nition� the complete set
of sentences that are grammatical according to �or generated by� the rules
provided� So� for example�

�	� �the man saw the book��

�This is typically referred to as descriptive adequacy� In addition linguistic theories
often seek to be explanatory� to the extent that they can shed light on� for example� how
language might be acquired�
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is in the language� as shown by the following phrase structure derivation�

�� S

NP VP

Det N V NP

Det N

the man saw the book

However� the following two sentences are excluded by this particular gram�
mar�

��� �a� �the man saw the �lm��
�b� �the man saw the woman open the book��

Sentence ��a� is quite clearly out� for the simple reason that the word �lm
is not in the lexicon� and ��b� because there is no derivation using the phrase
structure rules in the given grammar� Despite the fact that this particular
grammar is tiny� and not very representative of English� it is important to
note that the language de�ned by this grammar is in fact in�nite� This is
because of the recursive rule NP �� NP PP � which can in principle be
used any number of times in generating a sentence� to produce sentences
of arbitrary length �though these would be implausibly repetitive given the
limited size of this grammar and lexicon�� In this way� grammars of this sort
represent a very powerful device� which have the potential to analyse� and
therefore support the interpretation of� an in�nite set of sentences��

��� Ambiguity

Utterances may have more than one interpretation� and there can be several
reason for such ambiguities� If we �rst consider lexical ambiguity� we note
that a given word may exhibit both semantic and part�of�speech ambiguities�

�Closer inspection of the grammar will also reveal that while it only covers a tiny
fragment of English� it still generates what we would consider ungrammatical sentences�
For example� The woman put is permitted since� among other things� the grammar fails
to account for the speci�c requirements of particular verbs �e�g� put must be followed by
an NP and a PP��
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��� a� �I robbed the bank��
b� �I �shed from the bank��
c� �I bank with Lloyds Bank��
d� �Bank the plane to turn it��

Sentences ��a�b� above� demonstrate how bank is used as a noun� but
with two distinct meanings
 a semantic �sense� ambiguity� In ��c�� bank is
a verb� but has a meaning clearly related to that in ��a�� but completely
unrelated to ��b�� Finally� ��d� demonstrates another verbal sense of bank�
which is quite separate from the other uses �although possibly vaguely re�
lated to that in ��b��� partially illustrating the range of possible category
and sense ambiguities which can occur in the lexicon�

Another possibility� of particular interest to the present discussion� is
that sentences may have more that one possible grammatical structure as�
sociated with them� These are typically called structural� or syntactic� am�
biguities� Consider� for example� the following sentence�

��� �John saw the moon with the telescope��

In this sentence� the prepositional phrase with the telescope might be
considered a modi�er of the moon �i�e� if there were a telescope on the
moon�� but it seems more likely that it is the instrument of saw � and there�
fore modi�es the verb phrase� as shown in the following parse tree�

��� S

NP VP

PN
V NP PP

Det N P NP

Det N

John saw the moon with the telescope

By changing just one word� however� the alternative structure becomes
much more plausible �though not necessarily preferred�� Consider�

��� �John saw the astronomer with the telescope��
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In this sentence� the prepositional phrase may well be attached to the
the astronomer� since it is reasonable that there may be several astronomers�
and the sentence is referring to the one who owns a telescope� If this is case�
since it is the astronomer that�s being modi�ed� the parse tree would look
as follows�

��� S

NP VP

PN
V NP

Det N PP

P NP

Det N

John saw the astronomer with the telescope

In the two examples above� the sentences have two possible interpreta�
tions� and are said to be globally ambiguous� It is also possible� if we accept
that sentences are processed incrementally and left�to�right� that we might
encounter local ambiguities� That is� situations where there are a number
of possible analyses for the current� initial sub�string of the utterance� but
which are disambiguated by the end of the sentence� when the entire string
has been processed�

��� �I knew the solution to the problem was incorrect��

In this sentence� the �rst ambiguity occurs as a result of knew being
ambiguous as to the category of its complement� it may take either a noun
phrase or a sentence� Thus� when the noun phrase the solution to the problem
is encountered� we have two possible analyses� we can attach it directly as
the object of knew or we can create a sentential complement with the solution
to the problem as the embedded subject� In contrast with ���� however� the
ambiguity is a temporary one� as only the sentential complement analysis is
sustained when the remaining words was incorrect are encountered�

In fact� such sentences are only ambiguous if we assume incremental

interpretation� Experimental evidence has demonstrated people do indeed
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have mild� but systematic� di�culty with such sentences �Frazier � Rayner�
	���� suggesting that they do analyse the sentence incrementally� and typ�
ically adopt the direct object analysis initially� Changing to the embedded
sentence then causes an increase in reading complexity� This sort of e�ect
is made even clearer by sentences of the following sort�

�	�� �The woman sent the letter was pleased�

If we again assume incremental processing� the most natural analysis to
pursue for this sentence is to parse sent as the main verb� and the letter

as its direct object� However the end of the sentence� was pleased� then
leaves us with no way to continue� The verb sent� however� is ambiguous
as either the simple past tense form or the past participle� so in fact the
correct analysis is to parse sent the letter as a reduced relative clause� and
was pleased as the main verb �cf� The woman who was sent the letter was

pleased�� Typically� people are unable to recover this alternative reading�
and �nd the sentence to be ungrammatical unless the context is su�ciently
biasing �cf� x��	��� Such examples of local ambiguities are often referred to
as conscious �garden paths�� since they have the apparent e�ect of leading
the human parser towards one� ultimately wrong� analysis from which it is
di�cult or impossible to recover�

��� The Competence Hypothesis

We have outlined above how grammars can be used to assign structural
descriptions to sentences of a language� indeed� sometimes more than one if
a particular sentence is ambiguous� We have tacitly assumed� here� that the
sort of grammar proposed by linguists� similar in spirit to the one in Figure
	 though much more complex� approximates the knowledge of language� or
competence� that we as humans possess� and apply in our everyday use of
language� our performance� This might not be the case� It is entirely possible
that people make use of a completely di�erent grammar� For example� while
linguists typically pursue the simplest� most elegant theories about language
which capture as many generalisations and abstractions as possible� it may
be the case that people make use of more speci�c grammatical knowledge
tailored to cope more e�ectively with� say� frequent expressions and indeed
certain �ungrammatical� sentences�

It is� however� commonly assumed by researchers that people do make
use of grammatical knowledge which is approximated by our current theories
of grammar� or minimally� that people recover equivalent representations�
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this assumption is referred to as the Competence Hypothesis and it will
be assumed throughout this chapter �see Berwick � Weinberg �	���� for
a more thorough technical discussion of this point�� Such an assumption
is essential if psycholinguistics is to shed light on the nature of language
processes� since the linguistic theory is used to make predictions and shape
the development of parsing models which can be tested empirically� That is�
formal linguistic theory provides the common representational vocabulary
linking computational and experimental psycholinguistics�

In the rest of this chapter we will consider two basic topics� The �rst
concerns the range of possible mechanisms for constructing syntactic anal�
yses� like the parse trees above� Secondly� we consider how people appear
to cope with this problem of ambiguity� when constructing such a parse for
the utterances they hear�

� Parsing Issues

If we assume that a theory of grammar approximates people�s �knowledge�
of their language�s structure� then a theory of parsing must explain how
people use that knowledge to construct an analysis or interpretation for the
utterances they encounter� As mentioned above� research in computational
linguistics has led to numerous possible techniques and strategies for parsing
natural language� Much of the theory behind these results has its origins
in the study of formal and computer languages �see Aho� Sethi� � Ullman
�	���� for an overview�� but other accounts have developed speci�cally to
address problems involved in processing natural language as well�

In this chapter� we begin with a general discussion of parsing techniques�
and introduce some standard parsing algorithms� We then consider some
more speci�c proposals in the context of human language processing� Our
aim is to consider how well current computational models of human sen�
tence processing fare in explaining human language processing behaviour�
In particular we are concerned with the following issues�

	� To what extent do the models process sentences incrementally� word�
by�word� in the manner in which people appear to process language�

� How are structural ambiguities dealt with� Do parsing decisions re�ect
those of human processing�

�� Are increases in processing complexity predicted to occur in precisely
those instances where people demonstrate processing di�culties�
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��� Parsing Algorithms

The task of a parser is to examine the string of words of an input sentence�
and assign that string a well�formed syntactic structure� given a particular
grammar� Crucially� there may be more than one analysis� if the sentence is
syntactically ambiguous �as seen above�� or there may be no analysis� if the
sentence is not a member of the language de�ned by the grammar being used
by the parser� The parsing algorithm speci�es the procedures which are to
be used to �nd the syntactic structure� or parse tree� for an utterance� and
there are a number of di�erent dimensions of variation for such algorithms�

For example� the parser might work through the string from left�to�
right� as people presumably do� or from right�to�left� Also� it may use the
grammar to �drive� the parsing process� �rst building structure and then
matching it to the words of the string� or it may concentrate primarily
on the words in the string� in a input�driven manner� and build structure
�bottom�up�� Algorithms also vary in how they handle ambiguities� Some�
when faced with a situation where more than one structure could be built�
will simply choose one� If that turns out to be incorrect� the parser will
later �backtrack� to the point where it made that choice �called a choice�

point�� and try an alternative� On the other hand� some parsers will try all
possibilities in parallel� then when one or more of the parallel analyses fail�
such a parse simply forgets about them� secure in the knowledge that the
successful analysis �if it exists� is also being pursued�

In the following subsections we consider two possible parsing algorithms
in greater detail� We will then go on to some issues of parsing complexity

which have been used to defend particular algorithms as good approxima�
tions of the human parser�

����� Bottom�up

Let us begin by considering a parser which is principally driven by the
words in the sentence� using the grammar in Figure 	 to combine them
�bottom�up�� into higher level constituents� In this case we consider the
�shift�reduce� parser� which is the simplest instance of a bottom�up parser�
It works by looking at the words of the sentence� and trying to combine them
into constituents� using the rules of the grammar� As its name suggests there
are two fundamental parsing operations� �shift�� which moves the algorithm
to the next word in the sentence� and �reduce�� which tries to combine the
constituents already found into new constituents� Below� we illustrate a
simple bottom�up parse for the sentence the woman reads�
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�		� 	� � ��

Det Stack N Stack NP Stack

the �Det� woman �Det�N� �NP�
Det N

the woman
�� �� ��

V Stack VP Stack S Stack

reads �NP�V� V �NP�VP� �S�
NP VP

reads
V

Det N
reads

the woman

As constituents are built up� we use a �stack� to keep track of what�s been
found so far� Thus� at step 	� we�ve found a determiner� so Det is �pushed
onto the stack�� At step � we�ve also found a noun� so N is also �shifted�
onto the stack� where the top of the stack is to the right� By keeping track
of the categories found so far� the algorithm can then �reduce� two categories
on the top of the stack� if there is a rule in which these categories appear
on the right�hand�side� So� at step �� the Det and N are replaced by NP�
That is� they are combined using the NP �� Det N rule� This continues
until all the words have been processed� and the only category remaining
on the stack is S� so we have found a sentence� The algorithm can be more
explicitly stated as follows�
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�	�

�� Initialise Stack � � � �empty�
�� Either shift �

� Select the next word in the sentence �beginning with the 	rst
word��

� Determine the category of the word in the lexicon
� Push the category onto the top of the stack


� Or reduce�

� If the categories on the stack match those on the right�hand�side
of any grammar rule� then�

� Remove those categories from the stack
� Push the category on the left�hand�side of the rule onto the

top of the stack

� If there are no more words in the sentence� then�

� If the Stack � �S�� then done�

�� Go to step ��

To be clear about what this algorithm is saying� consider each of the
� Steps� Step 	 simply initializes the algorithm�s only data structure� the
stack� to empty� That is� no constituents have been identi�ed when the
algorithm begins� Step  de�nes the shift operation� which simply looks at
the next word in the sentence� beginning with the �rst word� moving left
to right� It determines the category of the word� and pushes that category
onto the top of the stack� For example in �		�� step 	� the word the is
identi�ed as a Det� and the category Det is put on the stack� Step � de�nes
the reduce operation� which sees if the top of the stack matches the right
hand side of any rule� If so� those categories are removed from the stack
and replaced by whatever category was on the left hand side of the rule�
Thus in �		�� step �� the stack �Det�N� matches the right hand side of the
NP �� Det N � so those categories are removed from the stack and
replaced by the category NP� Step � is the termination case� which states
that if the algorithm has consumed all the input words and reduced them to
the single distinguished symbol� then it has successfully parsed the sentence
and the algorithm �nishes� This is precisely the case in �		�� step �� when
all the words have been consumed� and only the category S remains on the
stack� If the algorithm is not done� then Step � causes the algorithm to
continue by returning to Step �

It is important to note that Steps  � � are alternatives� and either may
apply at any point� but not both� and neither has any priority� Within each

		



step there may also be alternatives� if �for Step � a particular word has
more than one preterminal category �e�g� bank might be both a verb and a
noun�� or �for Step �� more than one phrase structure rule has a right�hand�
side that matches the categories on the top of the stack� This introduces
an element of �choice� or non�determinism into the algorithm� a matter to
which we shall return in x �� Furthermore� if at some point in parsing� the
algorithm can neither shift nor reduce� then the algorithm has blocked� This
will occur if the sentence is ungrammatical� or if it is grammatical but we
made an incorrect choice at some point� In the latter case� some additional
mechanism is required to permit the algorithm to pursue an alternative� and
we will consider this issue in greater detail later�

����� Top�down

A top�down parser constructs a parse tree by �rst assuming that there is a
sentence� and then working its way down the tree to the words themselves�
That is� it begins by establishing S as the root of the tree� then �nds a rule
with S on the left hand side� and writes the categories on the right hand
side as the daughters of S in the parse tree� This step is then repeated for
the �rst daughter� and so on� until the bottom of the tree is reached �i�e� a
word� or terminal� is parsed�� Then the parser looks back up the tree� and
to the right� until it �nds another node which it can similarly expand� So�
for the grammar given in �	�� the �rst few steps in the parsing process for
the sentence The woman read the book would be as follows�

�	�� 	� � ��

S Stack S Stack S Stack

�S� �NP�VP� �Det�N�VP�
NP VP NP VP

Det N

	



�� ��

S Stack S Stack

�N�VP� �VP�
NP VP NP VP

Det N Det N

the the woman
�� ��

S Stack S Stack

�V� ��
NP VP NP VP

V V
Det N Det N

reads
the woman the woman

The top�down algorithm can be expressed as follows�

�	��

�� Initialise Stack � �S�
�� If top element of the stack is a non�terminal N � then�

� Select a rule which rewrites N �� R �where R is the symbol�s�
on the right side of the rule��

� Remove N from the stack
� Add R to the top of the stack


� If the top element of the stack is a pre�terminal P � then�

� Find the next word W in the sentence
� If there is a rule which rewrites P �� W then� remove the

pre�terminal from the stack
� Else fail

� If Stack � � � �it�s empty�� and there are no more words to parse�
then�

� Succeed

�� Go to step �

Once again� let us consider the steps involved in this algorithm� In
contrast with the bottom�up parser� the top�down algorithm uses a stack
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to keep track of categories which need to be found� rather than those which
have already been found� As before� Step 	 initialises the stack� but since
the algorithm is trying to �nd an S� the category S is put on the stack to
represent this� Steps  � � constitute the  basic operations of the parser�
Step  considers the case where the category on the top of the stack is a non�
terminal �in fact� non�pre�terminal��� and �nds a rule in the grammar which
can expand this� In �	��� step � for example� the category S is expanded
using the rule S �� NP V P � The result is that S is removed from the stack
and replaced by �NP VP�� Step � handles the case where the category on the
stack is a pre�terminal �i�e� must dominate a word�� At this step the parser
must ensure that there is a rule in the grammar which rewrites the pre�
terminal category as the next word in the sentence� otherwise the algorithm
blocks� This occurs in �	��� step �� when the pre�terminal N matches the
input word �woman� via the grammar rule N �� woman� Step � is the
termination case� which states that if no more categories remain to be found
�the stack is empty�� and there are no more words to be parsed� then the
algorithm has successfully parsed the sentence and �nishes� Otherwise� Step
� causes the algorithm to continue by returning to Step �

As with the bottom�up algorithm� the top�down algorithm also has an
element of non�determinism� This does not occur between Steps  � ��
since the category on the stack will always be either a non�terminal or a
pre�terminal� Within Step � however� there may be more than one way
to expand a particular non�terminal� For example� the category NP can
expand as either Det� N� or PN depending on which grammar rule is used�
We return to discussion of this in x ��

��� Properties of the Parser

Let us suppose we wish to decide which of the two algorithms above most
closely resembles the procedures that people use to interpret sentences�
What criteria might we apply� We have already argued that one of the
most salient properties of the human sentence parser is that it appears to
operate incrementally� Both of the above algorithms are incremental in the
sense that they process each word of the sentence one�by�one from left�to�
right� But that only means they treat the input incrementally� If we assume�
quite reasonably� that the output of the parser is a parse tree� and that this

�To clarify� non�terminals are categories which can dominate other categories� while
terminals can only appear at the leaves of the tree and dominate nothing else� The notion
of pre�terminals is used for categories such as N� V and P which stand for sets of terminals
�i�e� words�� and thus only ever dominate a terminal�
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is to be used as the basis for subsequent semantic interpretation� then the
two models di�er substantially� In the case of the top�down parser there is
a single �connected� parse tree for the sentence after each word is processed
�although it is not complete� until the end of the parse�� In the bottom�up
parser� however� adjacent constituents may be left on the stack for an arbi�
trarily long period� For example� the NP subject of a sentence will not be
reduced with the VP �via the rule S �� NP V P � until after the entire VP
has been parsed �in the above example� the VP only contains the verb� but
typically it will also contain a number of complements�� Under the standard
assumption that we cannot begin to evaluate the semantics and plausibil�
ity� until these constituents are connected in the parse tree� the bottom�up
parser will lead to a psychologically implausible delay in interpretation for
all sentences �see Stabler �	��	� for discussion��

So from the standpoint of incrementality� the top�down parser fares much
better than the bottom�up parser� The top�down parser� however� has prob�
lems of its own� To begin with� it attempts to construct large portions of
the tree before even looking at the words in the sentence� In other words�
given several �possibly dozens of� rules that expand a particular category�
the parser simply has to choose one arbitrarily� Given that it makes such a
guess at each node� the algorithm may fail numerous times before making
the right sequence of guesses� The problem clearly is that the parser does
not use the input to guide the decisions it makes� The bottom�up parser�
on the other hand� is input�driven� but may leave large constituents sitting
on the stack� and there fails to construct a single connected representation
incrementally�

��� A Psychologically Plausible Parser� The Left�Corner Al�
gorithm

The top�down and bottom�up algorithms represent two extremes of the vast
range of possible parsing algorithms� One of the fundamental research goals
in computational psycholinguistics has been to �nd the right parsing algo�
rithm to meet the criteria of being both incremental and data�driven� An
obvious strategy is to use a combined top�down�bottom�up algorithm� One
now well�known instance of this is the �left�corner� parsing algorithm�

The central intuition behind the left�corner algorithm is to use the �left�
corner� of a phrase structure rule �the left�most symbol on the right�hand
side of the rule� i�e� the left�most daughter of a category�� to project its
mother category �the left�hand side of the rule�� and predict the remain�
ing categories on the right� top�down� Consider the parse sequence for the
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sentence fragment John saw the � � � �

�	�� 	� � ��

S Stack S Stack S Stack

NP �S� �VP� �VP�
NP VP NP VP

PN
PN PN V

John
John John saw

�� �� ��

S Stack S Stack S Stack

�NP� �NP� �N�
NP VP NP VP NP VP

PN PN PN
V NP V NP V NP

John John John
saw saw Det saw

Det N
the

the

In step 	� several things are happening� we make the top�down assump�
tion that we are expecting to build a sentence� and S is placed on the stack�
We also have found� bottom�up� a PN� and hence an NP� Step  illustrates
the left�corner rule� given that we are looking for an S �as it is on the stack��
and have found an NP� we can use the rule S �� NP V P to attach the
NP as the left�corner of S� which is now removed from the stack� replaced
by the VP we are now looking for� Step � simply shows that we have found
a V� bottom�up� and in step � we similarly use the left�corner rule to attach
V to VP� and predict an NP �via the rule V P �� V NP �� Thus VP is
removed from the stack� replaced by newly predicted NP� We then continue
by �nding a Det� which is the left�corner of NP� and so on�

����� Incrementality

A quick inspection of the intermediate parse trees in �	�� suggests that the
algorithm builds up the tree incrementally� as each word is found� That is�
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as each word is encountered� it projects its structure bottom�up� and then
uses the left�corner strategy to attach it to the structure we are trying to
build top�down� In fact� while this algorithm is highly incremental� it is
not guaranteed to be� That is� given some grammars and input strings�
the parser will delay building a completely connected structure� There are
a number of variations of this algorithm which have pursued this problem
in greater detail� and we will not digress further into the technical details
here� The reader is referred to Shieber � Johnson �	����� Stabler �	�����
and Crocker �	���� for more sophisticated discussion of related incremental
parsing algorithms�

����� Memory Load

Interestingly� it was not the issue of incrementality which initially brought
the left�corner algorithm to the attention of psycholinguists� rather it was
the issue of computational complexity� In looking at parsing algorithms so
far� we have been principally concerned with how well they model the in�
crementality which is clearly demonstrated by the human sentence parser�
There are� however� two other criteria which are commonly taken into con�
sideration when motivating or evaluating particular parsing algorithms� and
these concern their �computational complexity��

� Time� How quickly can the algorithm �nd a parse tree for an input
sentence�

� Space� How much memory does the algorithm require to build a parse
tree�

We will leave discussion of time complexity until x ��� and for the mo�
ment concentrate on space� or memory load� considerations� We have al�
ready seen examples of garden�path sentences� where the human parser �nds
it di�cult to obtain the correct analysis� We noted this was particularly true
for the so�called reduced relative sentence in �	��� or the well�known� and
more pathalogical� example below�

�	�� �The horse raced past the barn fell�

Many people refuse to accept this is a grammatical sentence� unless they
are assisted �again� cf� The horse that was raced past the barn fell down��
There is however another type of sentence which is equally grammatical�
and di�cult to interpret� but for rather di�erent reasons� Consider �rst the
following sentence�
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�	�� �The cat that the dog chased died�

This is called a centre�embedded sentence� since the clause about �the
dog chasing� occurs in the middle of the clause about �the cat dying�� This
sentence may seem a little awkward� but presents no real di�culty� How�
ever� grammatically speaking� there is no reason why we cannot embed yet
another clause� as in�

�	�� �The mouse that the cat that the dog chased bit died�

Suddenly the sentence becomes virtually uninterpretable� not because of
any ambiguity in the sentence�s structure� but because there is just some�
thing fundamentally di�cult about constructing an interpretation for it� It
has been suggested that one possible explanation for this is that processing
the sentence may exceed the memory capacity of the human parser� That
is� the space required by the parser to analyse such utterances exceeds the
working memory available to the parser� Importantly� however� people only
really have di�culty with centre�embedding� not left� or right�embedding
constructions as in�

�	�� ��S �S That the dog chased the cat� bothered Ted��

��� ��S Ted believes �S that the dog chased the cat���

In constructing the parsing algorithms above� we have made use of a
stack as an important data structure in each algorithm� Intuitively� the
stack keeps track of what categories have been predicted and therefore need
to be found in the case of top�down algorithms
 or it keeps track of what
categories have been found� and still need to be structured together� in
the case of bottom�up algorithms� It therefore seems reasonable to con�
sider the stack size as a possible metric for syntactic memory load �though
see �Frazier� 	���� for an alternative proposal�� and to consider how vari�
ous parsing algorithms compare with human performance� Beginning with
the observation that people �nd left� and right�embeddings relatively easy�
while centre�embeddings are di�cult� Johnson�Laird �	���� observed that
neither top�down nor bottom�up parsers correlate increasing stack size with
centre�embeddings only� The left�corner algorithm� however� does exhibit
the correct pattern of behaviour� and might therefore be considered to more
accurately characterise human parsing and memory limitations�

Since this original work� there has been additional work in re�ning
Johnson�Laird�s idea �see Abney � Johnson �	��	�� Resnick �	����� Sta�
bler �	���� in particular is concerned with formulating a parsing algorithm
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which both maximises incrementality� and continues to make the correct
memory load predictions� The work of Gibson �	��	� provides a more ar�
ticulated account of precisely how memory load might be determined for
syntactic structures� As we will see in x���� he goes on to suggest how such
a memory�load account can also be used to explain a range of attachment
preferences� In sum� while formulating an algorithm which accounts for all
the relevant data is a di�cult task� it is interesting that the simple empir�
ical facts regarding incrementality and the di�culty of centre�embeddings
can take us quite far in characterising the space of possible human parsing
algorithms�

� Ambiguity in Parsing

We observed at the beginning of this chapter that sentences may have more
than one potential syntactic analysis� either locally at some point during
parsing� or globally when the utterance as a whole has several possible in�
terpretations� In the above discussion we did not discuss how this issue is
to be addressed� For example� in �	�� step ��� above� the NP was expanded
using the �NP �� Det N�� rule� which happened to be correct� but we could
equally have chosen one of the other NP rules at that point� and then failed
to reach a parse� In order to ensure that a parse is found �for grammatical
sentences�� some mechanism is needed to ensure that all possible parses can
be considered� There are essentially three ways this can be achieved�

� Backtracking� Pursue a single analysis� When more than one struc�
ture can be built� choose one� but mark that decision as a �choice
point�� If that analysis cannot be completed �i�e� it reaches an in�
complete state where no further rules can be applied� undo everything
up to the last choice point� select a di�erent structure� and try again�
Proceed until a parse is found�

� Determinism� Give the parser su�cient information� such as looking
ahead at the words to come� so that it can successfully decide which is
the right rule to use at any given point� This means the parser won�t
make any �mistakes�� so no parallelism or backtracking is required�

� Parallelism� Pursue all possible parses in parallel� i�e� when more
than one structure can be built� build all of them simultaneously� and
simply discard those which don�t lead to a valid parse�
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Each technique above has its pros and cons when considered from the
point of view of human sentence parsing� In the following sections we con�
sider each one in turn�

��� Serial� Backtracking Parsers

We observed above that in �	�� step ���� the NP node was arbitrarily ex�
panded using one particular rule instead of another �since the other would
not have led to a successful parse�� A serial parser� however� has no way of
knowing which is the right rule to use at that particular point in the parse�
It could equally well have used another rule� and subsequently failed to
reach a parse� In the context of a complete language understanding model�
it may be that a particular syntactic analysis� while perfectly grammatical�
becomes semantically implausible as well �recall ���� and the relevant discus�
sion�� To accommodate such situations� we must augment the parser with
a mechanism for recovering from such erroneous decisions� This is done by
keeping track of the �choice points� during the parse� i�e� those points at
which there were multiple rules which could have been used to expand a
particular node�

This mechanism provides us with a course of action we can take should
the parse become blocked� Thus� if we reach a point where we can no
longer continue with the current parse �e�g� the current word cannot be
grammatically attached�� we assume that a wrong decision was made at some
choice point� To continue parsing� the parser selects some choice point� and
restarts the parse from that point� making sure to choose a di�erent rule
to expand the node at that point� Typically� in selecting a choice point�
the parser begins with the most recent� There are several reasons for this
strategy�

	� It seems likely that if earlier choices were indeed erroneous� they would
have been discovered sooner� The fact that the parse successfully
continued for some time� suggests they were good decisions� This
assumes left�to�right� incremental processing�

� All things being equal� this strategy will involve the least e�ort� since
a smaller portion of the sentence will be reparsed�

This is the strategy used in the top�down parsers described in x�	�� but
it is not necessary for us to restrict ourselves to this approach� A super�cial
consideration of human parsing performance suggests� however� that it may
be a good �rst approximation� There is substantial evidence that reanalyses
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which are identi�ed immediately �i�e� the choice point occurs just prior to
the point of parse failure� are easier than cases where the appropriate choice
point occurs �further back� in the parse� Consider� for example the following
two parse fragments�

�	� �The man saw the book was open�
S

NP VP

The man V NP

saw
the book ���

�� �The woman sent the letter was pleased�
S

NP VP

The woman V NP

sent
the letter ���

In �	�� we need simply backtrack to the VP node� and reparse using
the rule V P �� V S� while in �� it is necessary to reparse from the
initial subject NP� using the rule NP �� NP RelC� a choice point
which involves substantially more reparsing� This might be accepted as an
explanation for the fact that people �nd �	� much easier to process than
��� There are� however� counterexamples to this theory� Consider the
sentence�

��� �After John left the shop closed��

	



S

PP S

���
P After S

NP VP

John
V NP

left
the shop

Here� it is necessary for the shop� initially attached at the direct object
of left� to be reanalysed as the subject of the main clause� While this should
require no more reanalysis by the parser than �	�� people �nd it much more
di�cult to process� Puzzles such as this have led to parsing models which
either restrict the backtracking mechanism in such a way that it makes ��
and ��� both di�cult to reparse� as in the parser of Abney �	����� and
models which argue that the di�culty of reparsing� or reanalysis� is due to
independent linguistic reasons� as suggested by Pritchett �	���� We will
consider these models further in x����

��� Deterministic Parsing� Time

One of the most striking of our intuitions about the nature of human sentence
processing is the speed at which it takes place� For most utterances� people
seem able to construct an interpretation in real time� at least without any
perceptible delay� and without any conscious e�ort� This observation was the
prime motivation for the deterministic parser developed by Marcus �	�����
The reasoning was that since the human sentence processor is fast� it must
be deterministic� i�e� build syntactic analyses only when there are su�cient
grounds to guarantee it is the correct one� and thus avoid backtracking�
This contrasts with the non�deterministic �guessing� which is the hallmark
of the backtracking models discussed above� Such a deterministic parser will
correspondingly fail if it encounters input which cannot be incorporated
into the current analysis� since determinism prohibits backtracking to an
alternative analysis� This approach has an added appeal in that it naturally
predicts that failure on the part of the parser should occur for precisely those





garden�path sentences which cause humans to have conscious di�culty� e�g�
����� if it is to be considered psychologically plausible� To achieve such
a model� Marcus implemented an LR��� parser � essentially a bottom�up�
left�to�right parser� with three item look�ahead � for English�

As we observed in x�	�	� the ability of a bottom�up parser to leave
constituents� or phrases built up so far� �unstructured� on the stack violates
the incrementality criterion established above� The extent of the look�ahead
mechanism compounds the implausibility of the algorithm itself� Finally� the
reliance of the parser on lexical� subcategorization information� while being
quite natural for a head�initial language such as English� where verbs pre�
cede their objects� predicts serious problems for languages such as German�
Dutch and Japanese� where heads may follow their arguments� rendering
even three constituent look�ahead inadequate� For these cases the parser
would have to leave numerous� possibly large� constituents unstructured� or
�bu�ered�� until the subcategorizing verb was found� running counter to a
variety of empirical evidence to the contrary �see Frazier �	���� for data
and discussion�� Another serious criticism of the model is that it makes a
rather black and white distinction between those sentences which are easy
to process and those which are di�cult� This seems too crude� as the exper�
imental literature has demonstrated time and again that parsing di�culty
is a matter of degree� with some sentences being only marginally di�cult�
e�g� �	�� Others� while perfectly grammatical� become almost impossible to
process� e�g� ����� Subtle manipulation of various factors� such as plau�
sibility and discourse� both outside the domain of the parsing explanations
o�ered thus far� can be used to either amplify or virtually nullify the so�
called garden�path e�ect for reduced relative sentences such as �� �Crain
� Steedman� 	����� �MacDonald� 	���� �but see also �Frazier � Clifton�
	���� and �Sturt � Crocker� 	���� for discussion��

This early work has� however� inspired a number of more psychologi�
cally plausible models which focus upon �structural determinism� or� more
accurately� structural monotonicity� Marcus� Hindle� � Fleck �	���� devel�
oped �Description Theory� �or� D�theory�� which suggests that parse trees be
characterised in terms of a set of dominance and precedence relations� By
de�ning trees in this way� it is possible to allow certain structural revisions
which only require adding such relations� and not removing any� which is
why these models are considered �monotonic�� Recall �	�� repeated below�
which was an instance of easy reanalysis�

��� �The man saw the book was open�
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a�  � b�

S S

NP VP NP VP

The man V NP The man V S

saw saw

the book ��� NP VP

the book was open

When the NP the book is parsed� we would assert that it is dominated
by the VP node� and preceded by the V node� When the following VP is
encountered� we must �lower� the NP into an embedded sentence� But this is
predicted to be easy� since the NP node is still dominated by the VP �both
shown in boxes�� and is also still preceded by the V� The only change is that
the NP is no longer immediately dominated and preceded by the VP and V
nodes� respectively� But since such a revised structure represents a mono�
tonic increase to the parser�s knowledge about the current syntactic analysis�
such revision of the structure does not entail full� destructive reanalysis� A
full discussion of these models would take us rather too far a�eld here� but
for further discussion the reader is referred to the work of Weinberg �	�����
Gorrell �	����� and Sturt � Crocker �	���� 	�����

��� Parallel Approaches

Up to this point� we have only considered parsing algorithms which pursue
one syntactic analysis at a time� relying on backtracking to �nd di�erent
possible analyses� Such models have much to recommend them� �i� they
are conceptually simpler� �ii� they are computationally simpler� in that less
processing and memory resources are required� �iii� if we assume that back�
tracking� or reanalysis� correlates with increased processing complexity� then
it makes strong� testable predictions about human behaviour�

There is� however� a perfectly coherent alternative which suggests that
people have the ability to construct alternative syntactic analyses in parallel�
when an ambiguity is encountered� That is� rather than make some decision
when a choice�point is reached� simply pursue all �or perhaps some subset
of� alternative parses in parallel� Thus when one particular analysis fails� it
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can simply be eliminated from consideration� No backtracking is required�
since we can be certain that the correct parse is taking place in parallel�

����� Bounded� Ranked Parallelism

It is important to note that full parallelism � where every analysis is pur�
sued � is not psychologically possible� From a formal perspective� this is
ruled out by the simple fact that there may potentially be an in�nite number
of such analyses� particularly if we insist on our criteria of building connected
representations incrementally� Consider� for example� the following sentence
initial fragment�

��� �I believe the � � � �

Each of the trees shown below is a possible partial parse for this fragment�
It should also be clear that there are in�nitely many other trees which are
possible�

��� S S S

NP VP NP VP NP VP

I I I
V NP V NP V NP

believe believe believe
the � � � NP PP NP PP

the NP PP

the � � �

That is� for our grammar in �	�� the recursive rule� NP �� NP PP

means that the could be in�nitely deeply embedded within an NP� If we
accept that the mind is �nite� then it simply cannot represent all the alter�
natives in parallel� Even if we put some arbitrary limits on the depth of the
possible recursion� say ten� then there is the added ambiguity of whether
or not the NP is a direct object or an embedded sentence� Contrast the
following two sentences�

��� a� �I believe �NP the daughter of the sister of the colonel���
b� �I believe �S �NP the daughter of the sister of the colonel� is my aunt���
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If we combine� say� the ten analyses due to the recursion� with the two
further analyses� we now have twenty� Indeed it is not di�cult to introduce
additional ambiguities which would multiply out the number of parallel al�
ternatives even further� This suggests that the memory requirements of a
fully parallel system would quickly exceed the short term memory resources
available� Note� a further criticism of such a fully parallel system is that it
would not explain the existence of garden path sentences� since in principle
a parallel parser would have contructed the �dispreferred� analysis for such
sentences� thereby predicting them to be straightforward�

The solution to these criticisms has been to propose bounded� ranked
parallel parsing mechanisms� By bounded we mean simply that there exists
an a priori limit on the number of analyses we can consider in parallel� By
ranked we mean that the analyses are ordered in some way� Typically� the
ordering re�ects the extent to which an analysis is �preferred�� This ranking
in turn accounts for the preferred interpretations exhibited by people� as
people are typically aware of only one interpretation both during and after
parsing�

Ranking also crucially provides the mechanism for selecting which anal�
yses are to be pursued in parallel and which are to be discarded� That is�
since ranking usually re�ects some notion of preference� a bounded parallel
parser will typically pursue highly ranked structures� i�e� above some rank
threshold� and discard any below the threshold� This directly predicts that
analyses which are discarded will be di�cult garden paths� if they ultimately
turn out to be correct� In contrast� there will only be some relatively small
cost associated with selecting one of the other parallel �but less preferred�
analyses� One such parallel model is that of Gibson �	��	�� which ranks
parallel structures according to a set of principles based on memory load�
and discards any structures which have memory requirements that are too
high�

A rather more restricted parallel mechanism is the momentary paral�
lelism of Altmann �	����� In this model� all possibilities are considered at
each choice point� but only one �survives� and is pursued� Altmann argued
that this would permit the use of semantic and pragmatic knowledge to as�
sist in resolving local ambiguity� while also limiting the explosion of multiple
analyses that plagues full parallel models�

����� Competitive Activation

Up to this point we have considered two basic parsing mechanisms� the �rst
in which the parser pursues a single analysis� to the exclusion of all others�
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backtracking to alternatives as required� The second pursues a ranked and
bounded set of parse analyses simultaneously� An additional possibility is a
model which not only pursues multiple analyses in parallel� but crucially al�
lows these structures to dynamically compete with each other in the ranking
process� We might� for example� associate each competing analysis with an
activation level where alternatives are ranked according to the strength of
their activation� If we further assume some �xed total activation for the all
analyses� then an increase in activation for one analysis will correspondingly
entail a decrease in activation for its competitors� as in the models proposed
by MacDonald� Pearlmutter� � Seidenberg �	����� Trueswell � Tanenhaus
�	����� and Tanenhaus� Spivey� � Hanna �in press�� In this way� one anal�
ysis might leapfrog several others in the ranking as the activation level for
each analysis is adjusted during the course of parsing� Parallelism is then
naturally bounded by simply dropping from consideration those analyses
whose activation drops below some speci�ed threshold�

There are numerous ways in which competitive activation might be re�
alised in the HSPM� Stevenson �	���� proposes a hybrid parser which per�
mits alternative syntactic attachments to compete with each other� Cru�
cially� only a limited space of alternatives is allowed by the parser� and com�
petition is based on syntactic information alone� In an alternative model�
MacDonald� Pearlmutter� � Seidenberg �	���� argue that syntactic repre�
sentations and constraints interact freely with other levels of representation�
The model is therefore relatively unconstrained with regard to the space of
competing structures� and also the kinds of information which are brought
to bear on the competition� So semantic and discourse constraints can di�
rectly in�uence competition between syntactic alternatives� We expand on
this issue of �modularity� versus �interaction� in the next section�

� Strategies for Disambiguation

We noted at the beginning of this chapter that not only is language highly
ambiguous� but that it is precisely how people cope with such ambiguity
which gives us some insight into the workings of the mechanisms they em�
ploy� In the above sections we have seen how a number of di�erent parsing
architectures deal with ambiguity in general� In the following sections we
consider some speci�c strategies which have been proposed in the psycholin�
guistic literature� and ask which combination of general parsing mechanism
and speci�c strategies might best account for� and explain� existing experi�
mental �ndings�
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��� Modularity versus Interaction

In determining the strategies involved in disambiguation� a most funda�
mental question concerns what types of knowledge people recruit during
parsing� There is no question that the process of language comprehension
ultimately makes use of the vast range of linguistic and world knowledge
in its e�orts to arrive at an appropriate interpretation� Rather� the debate
is concerned with how di�erent knowledge sources are invoked during the
time course of language comprehension� from the initial moments of per�
ception through to the �nal stages of full understanding� Possible models
range from a highly modular architecture� in which lexical access strictly
precedes parsing� which in turn strictly precedes semantic processing� and so
on � to fully interactive models which claim there is a single process which
combines lexical� syntactic� semantic� and world knowledge constraints with�
out distinction� To our knowledge� neither of these extremist positions is
occupied �though for a strongly interactive connectionist proposal see �Mc�
Clelland� St�John� � Taraban� 	������ but there are proposals which clearly
tend towards either end of the spectrum� We will �rst consider some of the
general architectures which have been proposed before turning our attention
towards speci�c theories�

����� Modular Models

Modularity draws its inspiration largely from the way linguists have carved
up their theories� phonology� morphology� syntax� semantics� pragmatics�
and so on have all been treated as independent phenomena� The result is
that theories of each are extremely di�erent from each other� not just in
terms of the data they are concerned with� but in terms of the fundamental
properties of the frameworks proposed� That is� the kinds of principles
and representations which account successfully for phonological data are
rather inappropriate for a treatment of semantics� while semantic formalisms
are typically ill�suited for constructing grammars�� From a psychological
perspective� it is a short �though not necessarily correct� jump to suggest
that the di�erent systems proposed by linguists might correspond to distinct
systems within the human language processor�

�There has been recent work on developing more homogeneous sign�based linguistic
theories within powerful uni�cation�based frameworks� such as HPSG �Pollard � Sag�
���	�� But despite sharing an overarching framework� the principles and representations
instantiated within it still have important di
erences at each of the di
erent levels of
linguistic analysis�
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It is also generally held that some ordering of these components is nec�
essary� For example� semantic interpretation of the sentence �or fragments
of it� can only take place after a syntactic analysis is constructed� Were
this not the case there would be no need for syntax� Thus� a traditional
view of the language processor is one which includes a number of distinct
subsystems� which pass information in a particular direction� as illustrated
in Figure � The question which then arises naturally is� what is the nature
of the communication between the modules� Is it �one�way�� This seems
unlikely if the model is serial� since it would seem to preclude the kinds
of semantically�driven backtracking which is assumed by most models� Is
it unrestricted and bi�directional� This is possible� but rather di�cult to
distinguish from the non�modular view�

Input Signal

�
Lexical Access

�
Syntactic Processor

�
Thematic�Semantic Processor

�
Output Interpretation

Figure � The Modular HSPM

Modular models have exploited the full range of parsing mechanisms
from serial and parallel parsers� through to competitive activation� Per�
haps the best known instance of a modular model is that of Lyn Frazier�
who proposes an architecture consisting of two basic modules� a syntac�

tic processor which constructs a constituent structure representation� and
a thematic processor which selects an appropriate assignment of semantic
roles for the syntactic structure� on the basis of real�world knowledge �see
Frazier �	���� and Rayner� Carlson� � Frazier �	���� for discussion and data
supporting this view�� The distinct stages of processing provide a potential
explanation for the range of relative processing e�ects which occur due to
variations in pragmatic plausibility�

� � � � it follows automatically that a sentence will be easier
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to process when the frame chosen by the thematic processor is
consistent with the initial syntactic analysis of the input� than
in cases where the two con�ict��

�Frazier� 	����

It is assumed that the thematic processor operates concurrently with the
serial syntactic processor� permitting the rejection of inappropriate analyses
immediately after they are proposed� Crucially� however� Frazier maintains
that the initial decisions concerning constituent structure are made solely
by the syntactic processor without �top�down� in�uence from the thematic
processor� This is broadly representative of most modular models� and raises
another important point� Modular models do not in practice assume or
entail that one module must complete processing the utterance before it is
passed to subsequent modules� Rather� they assume that each module makes
its output available incrementally as the sentence is processed� Indeed� it
seems that the principal computational advantage of a modular architecture
is precisely that it enables multiple distinct� but related� processes to operate
concurrently�

����� Interactive Models

An alternative position is to suggest that there is no principled� a priori

internal structure to the human language faculty� of the sort that modular�
ists have proposed� Rather� we might begin with the observation that our
linguistic knowledge consists of a variety of heterogeneous constraints� some
concerned with phonology� some with syntax� some with pragmatics� and
so on� Further� since we know that many di�erent constraints are essential
to resolving ambiguity and arriving at an ultimate interpretation� the con�
straints should simply be permitted to interact freely during this process�
Typically this view is associated with a parallel parsing mechanism where
di�erent constraints combine to eliminate or support particular analyses�
Indeed� the best examples of this approach� such as the work of Tanenhaus�
MacDonald and colleagues� assume a competitive architecture as discussed
in x�����

To exemplify the constraint�based� interactive approach� Trueswell �
Tanenhaus �	���� consider the following pair of sentence fragments�

��� a� �The fossil examined � � � �
b� �The archaeologist examined � � � �

As discussed for example �	��� examined is ambiguous with respect to
its form as either a past tense or past participle� If we assume the former�
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then it is attached as a main verb� and the NP is treated as the subject�
and assigned the thematic role Agent� If it is the past participle� we must
construct a reduced�relative clause� and the NP will be interpreted as the
object� or Theme� The semantic �t of the NP with a particular role seems
to successfully disambiguate these two fragments� In ��a�� the fossil is most
likely to be the Theme �the thing that was examined�� thereby promoting
the reduced�relative analysis� While in ��b�� the archaeologist is most likely
to be the Agent �the entity doing the examining�� thereby promoting the
simple past reading of the verb� and the corresponding construction of a
simple active sentence�

The interactive position is that such �semantic��t� constraints will com�
bine directly with syntactic constraints to resolve such ambiguities imme�
diately� Two stage� modular models� on the other hand� maintain that the
structurally preferred analysis �the main verb reading� will be constructed
�rst� Then the thematic processor will accept it if the semantic �t is consis�
tent �as in ��b��� or reject it and force the construction of a reduced�relative
in examples such as ��a�� The predictions of the modular versus interac�
tive models would therefore seem to be clear� The modular model predicts
that the main clause reading will systematically be preferred to the reduced�
relative� while the interactive position holds that there is no such systematic
preference� Unfortunately� �exibility in both models� combined with con�
trasting interpretations of the empirical �ndings� mean that neither theory
has been successfully refuted� Modularists point out that the semantic �t
constraints� if strong enough and early enough� will force a rapid reanalysis
into the parser� such that examples such as ��a� will be quickly reanalysed
to the reduced relative� This may even happen so quickly that current ex�
perimental paradigms� such as eye�movement studies� will not successfully
observe the slight increase in complexity which is predicted� Furthermore�
while some studies demonstrate that the garden�path e�ect can be elimi�
nated� there remains a general bias towards constructing the simple active
clause� The interactionists eschew this by suggesting that� though all con�
straints combine simultaneously� some � such as the preference to build an
active over a reduced�relative clause � will have greater �weight��

����� Discussion

As we pointed out earlier� the real issue in the debate over the architec�
ture of the human sentence processor� concerns which knowledge sources
are used when� In its simplest form� the modular position is that con�
straints of a particular type �e�g� phonological� syntactic� or thematic� are
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�clustered together�� and have some form of temporal priority� That is� syn�
tactic constraints operate prior to semantic ones� since if this did not occur�
the semantic processor would have to consider a vast array of possible in�
terpretations� many of which would be syntactically impossible� A further
computational advantage is that each module needs only pay attention to
a relatively small knowledge base� rather than the vastness of everything
known about language� In response to this last point� the constraint�based
view holds that the relative priority of constraints will not be determined by
their �type�� but rather by their prior use and e�ectiveness� as determined
by our linguistic experience� That is to say� the human sentence processor
will give preference to constraints which are frequently applied� and which
help in the interpretation process�

Interestingly� this view does not in principle exclude the modular posi�
tion� Perhaps it is precisely the syntactic constraints which are most useful
and most frequently applied� to such an extent that non�syntactic constraints
are only brought to bear later� This would suggest that even if the system
doesn�t begin as a modular architecture� it may naturally develop into one�
In the following sections we consider some of the leading theories regarding
the strategies for sentence processing� Considered from this constraint�based
perspective� each may be seen as an attempt to identify which constraints
have priority in the process of interpreting language� and there validity does
not necessarily hinge on speci�c assumptions of modularity�

��� Structural Strategies

Some of the most in�uential research on sentence processing has arisen from
the work of Lyn Frazier and her colleagues� The underlying structure of the
theory which has emerged assumes an organisation which is similar to that
presented in x��	�	� Frazier has concentrated on identifying the strategies
which are operative at the syntactic level� Following the work of Kimball
�	����� Frazier �	���� has suggested that the syntactic processor is guided
by two basic principles of Minimal Attachment and Late Closure� de�ned as
follows�

��� Minimal Attachment �MA�� Attach incoming material into the
phrase marker being constructed using the fewest nodes con�
sistent with the well�formedness rules of the language�

Late Closure �LC�� When possible� attach incoming material
into the clause or phrase currently being parsed�
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This model of sentence processing is strictly incremental� lexical items
are incorporated into the current partial analysis as they are encountered�
Where there is an ambiguity in the direction the analysis may take� the
principles of MA and LC determine the parser�s decision�� and if they con�
tradict each other then MA has the higher priority of the two� If the analysis
chosen turns out later to be incorrect � i�e� the parser has been led down
the garden�path � then the parser backtracks to pursue an alternative anal�
ysis� For this reason� Frazier�s account has been dubbed the Garden�Path
Theory� It is important to note that the notion of garden�path which Fra�
zier adopts is very general� ranging from conscious garden�paths� which are
noticeably di�cult to recover from� to unconscious garden�paths which can
only be observed by experimental paradigms which are sensitive to subtle
but systematic increases in complexity� This di�ers from the simple notion
of garden�path phenomena assumed by Marcus�s deterministic parser � i�e�
just conscious examples�

The principles of MA and LC provide a reasonable account of the core
attachment preferences in ambiguous constructions� Let�s reconsider the PP
attachment ambiguity� which we have simpli�ed below�

���� Preferred VP attachment over NP adjunction�
a� �I �V P saw �NP the girl � �PP with binoculars ����
b� �I �V P saw �NP the girl �PP with �u �����

These sentences illustrate that there are two possible attachments for
the with PP� as either a complement of the verb� or a modi�er of the NP the

girl� Given incremental processing� the attachment of the preposition with

must be performed before its object NP is encountered� Interestingly� this
suggests that even recourse to semantic knowledge� e�g� the properties of the
preposition�s object� would be of no use in making this particular decision�
The two possible phrase structures at this point are illustrated below�

�Frazier does not actually assume that MA is a fundamental strategy� rather she uses
it to describe the behaviour of the human parser� Frazier assumes that there is a �race
to build a syntactic analysis for most recent input� and that it is the simplest analysis
that will be found �rst� thus MA should be considered a descriptive� rather than causal�
strategy�
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��	� a� b�

S S

NP VP NP VP

NP PP NP

NP PP

I saw the girl with � � � I saw the girl with � � �

Minimal attachment dictates that the sentence processor will opt for
the analysis ��	a� over ��	b� on the grounds that it involves postulating
fewer nodes� namely the extra NP node� The prediction is that sentences
where the PP continuation is consistent with the attachment into the VP
�e�g� such as binoculars� will be easier to process� This preference has been
demonstrated using eye�movement studies by Rayner� Carlson� � Frazier
�	���� and replicated by Ferreira � Clifton �	���� using a similar paradigm
which also tested for possible contextual e�ects�

If we consider the reduced relative garden�path discussed earlier �again
based on data from Rayner et al and Ferreira and Clifton cited above�� the
minimal attachment analysis also applies�

��� Preferred active clause over reduced relative�
a� ��S �NP The horse � �V P raced past the barn �� and fell��
b� ��S �NP The horse �Rel �V P raced past the barn ��� fell ���

Here we can see that when raced is encountered� the two available anal�
yses vary widely in their syntactic complexity� regardless of the particular
theoretical details� In the active analysis ��a�� the verb raced projects to
a VP which is then attached to the existing root S node� The complex�NP
��b� interpretation� however� requires the adjunction to the subject NP� of
a relative�clause structure �a complex structure which we have abbreviated
simply as Rel in ��b��� Another example is possible local ambiguity of a
complement as either NP or S�

���� Preferred NP vs� S complement�
a� �The scientist knew �S �NP the solution to the problem � was trivial ���
b� �The scientist knew �NP the solution to the problem ���
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MA predicts the NP the solution to the problem will be initially anal�
ysed as the direct object ���b�� since this avoids postulating the intervening
S node� This prediction is borne out by the eye�movement experiment de�
scribed in Frazier � Rayner �	���� That study also tested cases of clause
boundary ambiguity illustrated by the following sentences�

���� Preferred object attachment where possible�
a� �While Mary was �V P mending �NP the sock � � �S it fell o� her lap ���
b� �While Mary was �V P mending � �S �NP the sock � fell o� her lap���

There is a strong preference for attaching the sock as the object of mend�
ing� as in ���a�� rather than as the subject of the main clause ���b�� which
results in a conscious garden�path� Assuming� however� that the main clause
S node is available for attachment� both analyses are equally minimal� To re�
solve this problem� LC prefers attachment to the VP� the most recent phrase
considered by the parser� over the main S� which has yet to be analysed��

��� Grammar�Based Strategies

Frazier�s garden�path theory posits a pair of strategies� de�ned purely in
terms of the form of syntactic structure� rather than their content� That
is� the strategies simply count the number of nodes� or make reference to
their parse tree positions� without consideration of the relations such nodes
represent� Current linguistic theories� however� crucially distinguish var�
ious syntactic positions� with respect to their function and content� For
example� some positions are potentially assigned case� other are reserved for
constituents which can bear thematic roles� others are for modifying phrases�
and so on� One might therefore imagine that not all aspects of the syntactic
structure are treated equally�

In particularly in�uential work� Pritchett has suggested that the human
sentence processor is principally concerned with satisfying the various syn�
tactic constraints� Pritchett assumes a �principles and parameters� style of
which has emerged from the Chomsky�s government�binding �GB� theory

�In most cases LC is used to explain the preferred �low attachment of a constituent
in multiple clause sentences� Consider� for example� I told you John bought the car

yesterday� In this sentence� yesterday may modify either the main or embedded clause�
but there is a general preference for the latter� which is accounted for by the LC strategy�
since this is the clause currently being parsed�

�A more detailed speci�cation of strategies is provided in Frazier � Rayner �������
which advances a parameterised set of principles to account for certain cross�linguistic
e
ects� However� for present purposes� we consider only the two core strategies�
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�Chomsky� 	��	�� In addition to rules of phrase structure� such as we have
been assuming� GB theory posits a number of additional contraints on syn�
tactic structures� In particular� it assumes that each verb has a number of
thematic roles which must be satis�ed� such as Agent� Patient or Theme
as discussed earlier� The verb mend� for example� has a subject which is
the Agent� and may also have an object following it� which is the Theme�
The ��criterion is simply a principle of grammar which insists that obliga�
tory thematic roles must be assigned� Pritchett brings this principle into
the parsing domain� by arguing that theta�role assignment be conducted as
rapidly as possible �Pritchett� 	����

���� Theta Attachment� The ��criterion attempts to apply at ev�
ery point during parsing given the maximal ��grid�

Roughly� this says attach constituents so as to receive the ��roles of a
given lexical item� The central assumption of this is that lexical entries of
verbs are fully speci�ed for thematic roles� as outlined above� and that such
information is immediately accessed and used to drive parsing�

In addition� Pritchett suggests the following principle� to account for the
cost of reanalysis in the event that the parser makes an incorrect attach�
ment��

���� On�Line Locality Constraint� The target position �if any�
assumed by a constituent must be governed or dominated
by its source position �if any�� otherwise attachment is im�
possible for the Human Sentence Processor�

Put simply� this states that once a constituent has been assigned a ��role
by some verb� it is di�cult to move it out of that position� To make this
more concrete� let�s reconsider the example from ���� above� repeated for
convenience�

���� a� �While Mary was �V P mending �NP the sock � � �S it fell o� her lap ���
b� �While Mary was �V P mending � �S �NP the sock � fell o� her lap ���

In ���a�� at the point of processing the sock� it is attached as an object
of mending since this means it can successfully discharge the Theme role

�In the original formulation of his theory� Pritchett de�ned the ��Reanalysis constraint�
which required that a constituent remain in the ��Domain upon reanalysis � the On�Line
Locality Constraint e
ectively subsumes the original formulation�
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for mending � However� should this attachment turn out to be incorrect�
as in the continuation given in ���b�� a garden path results and we must
reanalyse the sock as the subject of fell� as shown in ���b�� This reanalysis
involves moving the sock out of the object position �and hence government
domain� of mending � and into a new domain� i�e� of the subject position of
the verb fell� The On�Line Locality Constraint� therefore� correctly predicts
a garden path e�ect� In contrast� let�s consider again example ����� again
repeated below�

���� a� �The scientist knew �S �NP the solution to the problem � was trivial ���
b� �The scientist knew �NP the solution to the problem ���

Pritchett argues that no garden path occurs in such sentences� As in
Frazier�s account� Pritchett suggests the NP the solution to the problem is
originally licensed and attached as the direct object of knew � as in ���b��
When the �nal VP is encountered in ���a�� the NP is re�licensed as the sub�
ject of the embedded clause� Crucially� however� the NP remains governed
by knew � This predicts the lack of a garden�path e�ect� contrary to the anal�
ysis of Frazier� This di�erence is due primarily to contrasting de�nitions of
the term �garden�path�� while Frazier is concerned with characterising the
broad range of processing phenomena� from subtle preferences to conscious
garden�paths� Pritchett�s account is exclusively concerned with the latter�

A related proposal has been made by Abney �	����� who develops a
deterministic LR parser which drives attachment decisions on the basis of
the thematic roles required by particular verbs� He introduces a �steal�NP�
operation to permit certain di�cult� but possible� reanalysis operations as in
����� and predicts full garden paths to be unparseable� One problem shared
by the models of both Pritchett and Abney derives from their reliance on
verbal heads to drive the parsing process� which predicts that much of the
processing in verb��nal languages� such as German and Japanese� will be
delayed� and therefore not incremental� To overcome this problem� Crocker
�	���� proposes the following replacement for Theta Attachment�

���� A�Attachment �AA�� Attach incoming material� in accordance
with X theory� so as to occupy �potential� A�positions�

where the simpli�ed de�nition of A�position is roughly as de�ned in
�Chomsky� 	��	� �see also �Sells� 	���� for some discussion��

���� A�Position Those positions �e�g� subjects and objects� which
are potentially assigned a ��role� e�g� subject and comple�
ment positions�
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This allows us to maintain the spirit of Pritchett�s !�Attachment strat�
egy� while avoiding speci�c reference to thematic information which may not
be available� particularly in verb��nal languages� Speci�c evidence in sup�
port of this strategy �and Minimal Attachment� comes from Frazier �	�����
who examines attachment preference in Dutch�

In related work� Gibson �	��	� argues that unresolved thematic role
assignments don�t directly determine initial attachments� but rather a�ect
the memory load associated with a particular analysis� A cost is associated
with each unassigned theta role� and each NP position which has yet to
receive a theta role� From this� a function is derived which ranks alternative
parses� roughly� the more unresolved role assignments� the greater the load�
In the context of a bounded� parallel model� syntactic analyses with lower
memory load are preferred� and those which exceed a speci�ed threshold
� as occurs in some centre�embeddings and reduced�relative clauses � are
dropped from consideration by the parser� This approach has the interesting
property of unifying the explanation of attachment preferences� garden�path
e�ects� and memory load e�ects� within a single framework�

The important hallmark of all of these approaches is that they are
grounded directly in the content of the syntactic relations posited by current
linguistic theory� rather than on the more �artefactual� structural representa�
tions of such relations� For example� Frazier�s Minimal Attachment strategy
crucially relies on a rather peculiar phrase structure analysis to capture the
preference in ����� above� That is� for MA to predict the attachment� Fra�
zier has to stipulate that PP arguments are attached directly to the VP�
while NP modi�ers introduced an extra branching NP node� In the account
presented above� this preference is accounted for directly� by claiming that
theta �or argument� positions are preferred attachment sites� over modi�er
positions�

��� Experience�based Strategies

It has long been accepted that statistical e�ects of some sort play a role
in various aspects of linguistic perception� An obvious� though not neces�
sary� assumption is that such statistical mechanisms are derived from the
frequency with which particular lexical items and structures are encountered
during our linguistic experience� Several well�speci�ed theories of frequency
e�ects exist at the sublexical and lexical levels� Shillcock� Cairns� Chater� �
Levy �to appear� suggest a statistical account of speech segmentation� Cor�
ley � Crocker �	���� argue for the role of statistical mechanisms in lexical
disambiguation� Ford� Bresnan� � Kaplan �	��� for subcategorization pref�
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erences� and others for the role of frequency in accessing lexical meaning �see
Du�y� Morris� � Rayner �	���� and Kawamoto �	������ More recently� the�
ories concerning the role of statistical knowledge and strategies in syntactic
processing have begun to emerge�

In most models� statistical mechanisms are taken as an additional fac�
tor� rather than a complete replacement� for the kinds of strategies we have
discussed so far� The problem which faces researchers is� what rules� con�
straints� or processes are frequency�based in nature� In other words� when
does the HSPM pay attention to statistical frequency e�ects� and when
does it ignore them in favour of more general or fundamental principles�
Or indeed� are there any such fundamental principles which are not simply
statistical �generalisations�� The space of possible models is vast� and at
present there is not enough empirical evidence for us to reasonably select
among them� but it is worth looking brie�y at the perspectives which are
emerging�

Within the constraint�based architectures of MacDonald� Pearlmutter�
� Seidenberg �	���� and Trueswell � Tanenhaus �	����� it is envisaged
that frequency e�ects will in�uence the likelihood or strength with which
any particular constraint is applied� suggesting a vast number of statistical
parameters� Broadly speaking� these theories argue that just as interactive�
constraint�based behaviour can be naturally explained by connectionist ar�
chitectures� so can the existence of frequency�based information� Indeed�
within these architectures the in�uence of frequency is not so much strate�
gic� as unavoidable � it is a fundamental property of the connectionist
computational mechanism assumed� Precisely such frequency e�ects are
used to explain� for example� the general bias toward the main clause versus
the reduced�relative mentioned at the end of x��	�� since people presumably
encounter more simple active sentences than reduced relatives�

An alternative is to imagine a more strategic role for statistical mech�
anisms� where the HSPM invokes the use of frequency in only those cases
where it improves performance� i�e� leads to the correct resolution of the
ambiguity� The Tuning Hypothesis of Mitchell � Cuetos �	��	� argues that
a modular syntactic processor uses frequency information exclusively for
the resolution of structural ambiguities �see also Mitchell� Cuetos� Corley�
� Brysbaert �	������ Thus while a large statistical knowledge base is still
required� it is substantially less than that of the interactionist models� where
frequency e�ects are not limited to parsing� In contrast with both of these
proposals� Gibson� Pearlmutter� Canseco�Gonzalez� � Hickok �	���� posit
that a single statistical parameter is used to determine which of two at�
tachment strategies has priority� to explain variation in high versus low
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attachment preferences across languages�

� Summary and Discussion

This chapter began by highlighting the problems faced by the human sen�
tence processing mechanism in its task of constructing an interpretable rep�
resentation for a given sentence or utterance� In particular� language is
highly ambiguous at all levels of representation� including lexical� syntactic
and semantic forms� The fact that people appear to process language in�
crementally� essentially on a word�by�word �and perhaps even �ner grained�
basis� means that we are not only faced with global ambiguity� but also with
the numerous local ambiguities which occur in mid�sentence� We formalised
the problem of building syntactic analyses� and characterising the �choice�
points� which handle ambiguity� by considering several parsing algorithms�
top�down� bottom�up� and the combined left�corner� Broadly speaking� it
is the left�corner algorithm which emerges as the most plausible model in
that it is typically incremental� is highly bottom�up� and approximates cer�
tain general memory load restrictions� But it important to note that it is far
from perfect
 memory load phenomena appear more complex than predicted
by the left�corner algorithm� and incrementality is still not fully achieved in
existing algorithms �unless certain restrictions are placed on the grammars
used�� Also� much of current work is based on English� where verbs precede
their objects� making the job of incremental parsing much easier� Greater
consideration of verb��nal and free word order languages is necessary� if we
are to arrive at satisfying models of sentence parsing �cf� Crocker �	�����
Sturt � Crocker �	����� Cuetos � Mitchell �	����� Frazier � Rayner �	����
and Frazier � Clifton �	���� as examples��

We then considered how the problem of ambiguity resolution might be
dealt with by the parser� and considered deterministic� back�tracking� par�
allel techniques for doing so� We noted that conclusive empirical data dis�
tinguishing between serial and parallel architectures has remained elusive�
Of the two� the serial model has the appeal of lower memory requirements�
and a generally simpler mechanism� which is probably to be preferred in the
absence of evidence to the contrary� It is also worth noting that parallel
models predict that alternative� though dispreferred structures are repre�
sented by the language processor� As yet direct psychological evidence for
the existence of such parallel representations has not been forthcoming�

Finally we considered a range of theories about the kind of information
or strategies which might then be used to inform this process� Do people
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systematically prioritise syntactic knowledge and strategies� as claimed by
the modularists� or can all potentially useful linguistic �and possibly non�
linguistic� knowledge contribute in a unorganised manner� as claimed by the
constraint�based� interactionist camp� This polarisation of the modularity
issue is probably not useful� if one begins from the assumption that language
processing is simply a process of integrating a variety of constraints� then the
modularist�s position simply claims that syntactic constraints are �clustered�
together� and typically apply prior to semantic constraints� The extent to
which this is the case remains a matter of intense study� but increasingly
there is consensus that the modularity versus interaction debate is really
about the degree of modularity �or interaction�� given that the extreme
modular and interactionist positions are untenable�

In the last section� we noted that the interactive� constraint�based mod�
els of Tanenhaus� MacDonald and colleagues draw much of their inspiration
from work on connectionist architectures� In toy implementations� such
networks have demonstrated good ability to combine di�erent kinds of lin�
guistic information� e�g� the system of McClelland� St�John� � Taraban
�	����� and naturally exhibit frequency e�ects� This� combined with the
fact that they are modelled �sometimes rather loosely� on human neurons�
makes such mechanisms appealing as cognitive models� Closer consideration
raises a number of issues� however� To date� implemented models have yet to
achieve sophisticated coverage of linguistic phenomena� and it is unclear that
simple� non�modular connectionist architectures will scale up successfully�

More satisfactory connectionist parsing models make increased use of
explicit symbolic representations� and exhibit rather less of the micro�level
frequency and interaction e�ects of the simpler systems �Henderson� 	�����
Finally� there is increasing support from the connectionist literature for mod�
ularised network models of perception �Miikkulainen � Dyer� 	��	�� �Jacobs�
Jordan� � Barto� 	��	�� In sum� it is largely the micro�level properties of
connectionist systems which have promoted the constraint�based interactive
approach� while we currently know very little about the macro�level prop�
erties which will undoubtably be more relevant to the necessarily large and
complex models of language processing� This issue in turn bears on the
question of statistical mechanisms� Simple connectionist architectures have
an unavoidable frequency�based element� which may not be present at the
macro�level of more complex neurally realised systems� In the latter� use of
statistical knowledge may turn out to be more strategic� rather than simply
automatic � a result that would be compatible with some of the alternative
proposals concerning statistical mechanisms�

We have seen that the space of models of the human sentence processing
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mechanism abounds with a range of proposals� Each has its own appeal�
and despite major di�erences� each can seemingly be made to account for
empirical �ndings relatively well� Part of this stems from the fact that
many models are only partially speci�ed and implemented� if at all� Given
the complexity of the accounts proposed� implementation is increasingly
essential if the true predictions of a particular model are to be made� and
potentially veri�ed or falsi�ed� The criteria for the success of a model are
many� How well does it explain human behavioural data� Is there a �simpler�
theory which can capture the same data �i�e� is the model over�complicated��
Can the model scale up to incorporate sophisticated linguistic knowledge and
constraints� or is the model too naive� Is the model computationally and
psychologically tractable� Does the fundamental architecture support the
processing of the full range of possible human languages� Does the model
make too many assumptions� or fail to account for known limitations of the
HSPM�
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